Attached Arbor Installation
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Rafter

Rafter is attached to pre
-attached “L” brackets
with 3/4” hex-head
screws provided.

Ledger Attached To wall
Attachment screws/bolts should start 6” from
edge as shown. Attach with screws every 36”.
DO NOT ATTACH THROUGH DECORAVE TAIL.
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If no header
board is desired
flush mount
brackets are
available

All attached
arbors have
double rafter
supports.
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Screws provided
should be positioned symmetrically and be applied from the
outside of the
Rafter support.
as shown.
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Surface MUST be level.

Attachment device
used to mount the
ledger board to the
existing wall will
vary with construction conditions. “L”
brackets can also be
used.

SIDE VIEW

A. Step one drill a hole into footings or slab positioned at column centers to receive 5/8“ stainless Steel Wedge anchors. Footings should be a minimum of 24” wide X 24” long and 24” deep. Mount Ledger board or mounting brackets to wall. Make sure the bottom edge of the ledger is level with the top plate of the column. B. Second install the
coupling nut on top of lower nut and washer used to secure the wedge anchor. C. Next position the column shaft over
the coupling nut. Slide the Column Base over the shaft. If square columns are used a decorative bead will be provided that should slide to the bottom with the base until installation of the Cap is finished. D. Lower the preassembled all-thread into the shaft connecting to the coupling nut. E. Place the Column Cap on top threading the
all-thread through the hole in the mounting plate. Mounting fins should be oriented as shown. Install lock washer
and nut. Do not aggressively tighten this nut until all parts are assembled. F. Secure Rafter as shown. G. Attach
Purlin as marked on top of the Rafter using stainless steel deck screws. LAST STEP. Tighten the connection nut(s)
on each top plate until the structure is stable. Note that pavers must be removed so bottom of column shafts
are compressed against completely flat solid concrete continuous slab of footing.

